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Corporate Overview
Developing novel medicines that target the cGAS-STING pathway to modulate the innate immune system

• Novel small molecule and ADC immune stimulating candidates for applications in cancers and autoimmune diseases
• cGAS-STING well-recognized innate immune pathway
• Large market opportunities
Differentiated candidates with first- and best-in-class potential

• IMSA101 | STING Agonist: Phase 1 monotherapy & ICI combo solid tumor trial, Phase 2 planned for 2022
-

Designed to activate STING with high specificity, stimulating type-1 interferons, other cytokines to turn “cold” tumors “hot”

• IMSA201 | 2nd Generation STING Agonist: Preclinical Program
-

Targeted delivery of proprietary STING agonist payload using antibody-drug conjugate (ADC)

• cGAS Antagonists: Discovery Program
- Applications in autoimmune diseases with initial focus on Aicardi-Goutieres Syndrome (AGS)

Highly experienced management team with globally recognized scientific founder

• Scientific pedigree based on seminal work by Dr. James Chen at UTSW, who discovered the cGAS enzyme and the cGAMP

•

secondary messenger
- Dr. Chen awarded 2019 Breakthrough Prize and 2018 NIH Lurie Prize
Leaders with diverse experience in drug discovery and development; experts in understanding cGAS-STING pathway

Foundational IP based on discovery of cGAS and cGAMP

• Exclusive global license surrounding technology, including multiple families of issued and pending patents from UTSW
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Building a World-Class Team with a Proven Track Record of Driving Value
and Innovation
Ernest Wong, Ph.D., MBA

Edward Garmey, M.D.*

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Medical Officer

Qingsong “Jet” Li

Teresa Mooneyham

Founder, Investor & Chairman

Zhijian “James” Chen

Professor of Molecular Biology, UTSW,
Howard Hughes Investigator,
Recipient of 2019 Breakthrough Prize for
Life Sciences and 2018 NIH Lurie Prize in
Biomedical Sciences

* Part-time

VP, Clinical Operations &
Project Management

Co-Founder and Managing Director of
Xiamen Longstar Lighting

Jian Qiu, Ph.D.

Lijun “Josh” Sun

Director of Chemistry

Director of Biology

Associate Professor of Molecular Biology,
UTSW; Co-discoverer of cGAS/cGAMP
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Leveraging the cGAS-STING Pathway

1 Cyclic

1

Critical role in activating an innate immune defense by
recognizing cytosolic DNA from pathogens, damaged
tumor cells or other cellular stress

2

Upon detecting cytosolic DNA, cGAS1 generates the
secondary messenger protein, cGAMP2 from ATP and
GTP

2

3

cGAMP then binds to the protein, STING3, triggering
phosphorylation of IRF3 via TBK1 and expression of
type-1 IFNs4 and inflammatory cytokines.

3

4

Release of cytokines results in innate immune response
and activation of adaptive immunity

GMP-AMP Synthase; 2 Cyclic GMP-AMP, 3 Stimulator of Interferon Genes, 4 Interferons

1

4
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Advancing Novel Science Based on a Groundbreaking Discovery
Dr. Chen’s discovery of the cGAS enzyme, first published in 2013, has been further
elucidated and recognized in numerous peer-reviewed publications

Phosphorylation and chromatin tethering prevent cGAS
activation during mitosis (2021)
Li T, Huang T, Du M, Chen X, Du F, Ren J, Chen ZJ

Structural basis of STING binding with and phosphorylation
by TBK1 (2019)
Zhang C, Shang G, Gui X, Zhang X, Bai XC, Chen ZJ

cGAS in action: Expanding roles in immunity and inflammation
(2019)
Ablasser A, Chen ZJ

Autophagy induction via STING trafficking is a primordial
function of the cGAS pathway (2019)
Gui X, Yang H, Li T, Tan X, Shi P, Li M, Du F, Chen ZJ

Cyclic GMP-AMP synthase is a cytosolic DNA sensor that
activates the type I interferon pathway (2013)
Sun L, Wu J, Du F, Chen X, Chen ZJ

Cyro-EM structures of STING reveal its mechanism of
activation by cyclic GMP-AMP (2019)
Shang G, Zhang C, Chen ZJ, Bai XC, Zhang X

Cyclic GMP-AMP is an endogenous second messenger in
innate immune signaling by cytosolic DNA (2013)
Wu J, Sun L, Chen, X, Du F, Shi, H, Chen C, Chen ZJ
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Potential Applications of STING Modulators

Cancer (STING agonist; pathway upregulation to
elicit an immune response)

Diseases driven by accumulation of cytosolic
DNA (cGAS antagonist; pathway downregulation
to dampen aberrant immune response)

•

•

Increasing anti-tumor immunity with cGAMP
improves responsiveness to immune checkpoint
blockade (ICB), i.e., turning “cold” tumors “hot”
-

Combination with ICB therapy (e.g.,
melanoma, lung cancer, kidney cancer,
bladder cancer and lymphomas)

-

Non-responders or post-responders to ICB
therapy

-

Tumors resistant to current ICB therapy

-

Growing support for combination with other
non-IO therapies

•

Antagonist programs comprise small molecule
cGAS inhibitors initially for the treatment of rare
orphan autoimmune diseases such as:
-

Aicardi Goutieres Syndrome (AGS)

-

Retinal vasculopathy and cerebral
leukodystrophy (RVCL)

Additional market opportunities in rheumatoid
arthritis, Parkinson and Huntington Disease, ALS
and dementia
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Growing Pipeline of Differentiated Clinical and Preclinical Candidates

PROGRAM

INDICATION

IMSA101

Solid Tumors

IMSA201

Solid Tumors

ADC Platform

Solid Tumors

cGAS
Antagonists

Autoimmune
Diseases

DISCOVERY

PRECLINICAL

IND

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Monotherapy and ICI combination
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IMSA101

About IMSA101

An investigational novel small molecule analogue of cGAMP
(STING agonist) for the treatment of solid tumors (refractory
or resistant to checkpoint inhibitors)

Defense-sensing
mechanism
enables first-inclass potential and
numerous
combination
opportunities

Phase 1/2a clinical study is ongoing and enrolling patients in
monotherapy arm
•

Preparing to initiate Phase 1 combo and Phase 2a combo
with checkpoint inhibitor

One of the most advanced STING agonist programs

Mechanism of action supports broad utility
•

Growing body of data support combining STING agonists
with IO therapy and with non-IO therapies such as chemo
and radiotherapy
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IMSA101 Shows Promise as Monotherapy and in Combination with ICI
IMSA101 demonstrated robust tumor growth inhibition as a single agent and in combination with an anti-PD-L1 in
multiple mouse models (lung, melanoma, breast and fibrosarcoma)
IMSA101 stimulated production of IFNs and cytokines in a dose dependent manner
IMSA101 generated long-term memory immunity to tumor, enabling immune system to respond more rapidly and
effectively to previously encountered pathogens
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Phase 1/2a Study Protocol Summary in Solid Tumors
Primary Objective:
Identify recommended P2 dose
(RP2Ds)/ Maximum tolerated dose,
number of adverse events and dose
limiting toxicities
Secondary Objective:
Anti-tumor effects – duration of
response, exploratory PD markers

Criteria:
Locally advanced or metastatic solid tumor malignancies
refractory to or ineligible for standard of care treatment
including patients relapsed upon or refractory to ICI
Design:
3+3 dose escalation evaluating weekly dosing in cycle
1 f/b bi-weekly dosing thereafter
Extensive PK/PD profiles will inform opening of combo and
selection of RP2Ds

Centers Include:

Phase 1 (ongoing):
Open-label, dose escalation including a monotherapy arm and
ICI combination therapy arm
Phase 2a (planned for 2022):
Open-label, dose expansion (IMSA101 dose based on RP2Ds)
28-day treatment cycles
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Phase 1: Preliminary Signals of Single Agent Anti-Cancer Activity

Pre-IMSA101

Post-IMSA101

• No DLTs observed to-date with low grade
AEs (fatigue, injection site pain, loss of
appetite and headache)

Injected

• Dose proportional PK observed with
corresponding increase in PD markers

• Tumor lesion reductions (>50%) in patient
with metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma
and liver metastases (injected)
• In addition to tumor reductions, potential
abscopal effects observed in two noninjected lesions

Abscopal

• Lesion completely resolved in salivary ductal
carcinoma patient who had prior treatment
(injected)
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IMSA201

About IMSA201
Second-generation STING agonist with immune stimulatory antibody-drug conjugate (ADC)

Antibody-Drug Conjugate STING
Agonist Platform
• Targeted delivery of STING agonists

• Antibody: proven target, adaptable to site-specific
conjugation
• Stable, cleavable linker
• Proprietary highly specific potent STING agonist
• Multiple ADCs aimed at different targets under
evaluation
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Preclinical Results IMSA201

IMSA201 carrying a STING agonist exhibits high potency and specificity in vitro
IMSA201 is well tolerated and shows excellent efficacy and synergizes with PDL1 antibody in
mouse syngeneic tumor model

IMSA201 activates myeloid cells and promotes intrinsic anti-tumor immunity

Control ADC: Non-tumor antigen Ab with payload; Anti-TAA1: Ab only with no payload,
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cGAS Antagonists

Scientific Rationale for cGAS Inhibitor for Autoimmune Diseases

cGAS inhibitor for autoimmune diseases: An illustration using Aicardi-Goutieres Syndrome

Trex1-/-; cGas-/Trex1-/-; cGas+/-

• In preclinical animal models, cGAS
deletion rescues survival in mouse
model of AGS

• Several cGAS inhibitors exhibit good in
vitro activity and excellent PK property,
including oral bioavailability
Trex1: DNase mutations cause AGS
(Aicardi Goutieres Syndrome)

• Advancing small molecule cGAS
inhibitors toward IND

Gao D, Li T, Li XD, Chen X, Li QZ, Wight-Carter M, Chen ZJ. Activation of cyclic GMP-AMP synthase by self-DNA causes autoimmune diseases. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2015 Oct 20;112(42):E5699-705.
doi: 10.1073/pnas.1516465112
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Upcoming Milestones
IMSA101
• Monotherapy cohorts are expected to be complete by early 2022
• Recruitment into first cohort of Phase 1 ICI combination to begin
in Q4 2021
• Completion of Phase 1 ICI combination expected by Q2 2022

Corporate
Milestones

• Planning underway for Phase 2a combination trials, expected to
begin in H2 2022

IMSA201
•

Conducting preclinical studies in preparation for IND application
as Company’s first immune stimulatory ADC candidate

cGAS Antagonists
•

Identifying compounds to advance into preclinical studies
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info@immunesensor.com
2110 Research Row, Suite 610
Dallas, TX 75235

